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Abstract
We revisit the consistency of torus partition functions in (1+1)d fermionic conformal
field theories, combining traditional ingredients of modular invariance/covariance with
a modernized understanding of bosonization/fermionization dualities. Various lessons
can be learned by simply examining the oft-ignored Ramond sector. For several ex-
tremal/kinky modular functions in the bootstrap literature, we can either rule out or
identify the underlying theory. We also revisit the N = 1 Maloney-Witten partition
function by calculating the spectrum in the Ramond sector, and further extending it
to include the modular sum of seed Ramond characters. Finally, we perform the full
N = 1 RNS modular bootstrap and obtain new universal results on the existence of
relevant deformations preserving different amounts of supersymmetry.
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1 Introduction
The conformal bootstrap program in (1+1)d proved extremely powerful in the study and
classification of rational theories [1, 2]. Although there has been little progress towards a
classification of irrational theories, modular invariance is still a very powerful constraint.
For instance, a universal formula was obtained by Cardy [3] showing that the high energy
limit of (1+1)d conformal field theory (CFT) is dictated by properties of the vacuum (and
low lying states). Hellerman then demonstrated in [4] that modular constraints could not
only produce asymptotic statements but also universal bounds applicable at intermediate
energies. Subsequent explorations, fueled by new analytic ideas and powerful numerical
methods, led to an explosion of exciting new results [5–22].
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One qualitative difference between the modular bootstrap and the four-point correlator
bootstrap is that the degeneracies of all states must be non-negative integers. It is generally
not known how to efficiently implement this constraint, either numerically or analytically.
However, given a putative CFT spectrum (for instance found at the extremal point of some
semidefinite optimization procedure), it is easy to check if the coefficients are integers. In any
case, given a solution to the modular crossing equation with non-negative integer degeneracy,
it is not guaranteed that such a spectrum can be realized by a compact, unitary CFT.
In this paper, we study consistency conditions for (1+1)d fermionic CFTs. In contrast
to bosonic CFTs, fermionic CFTs must be defined on manifolds with a choice of the spin
structure.1 We consider two necessary (but not sufficient) consistency conditions on the
spectra. The first concerns the relations among different sectors. For any fermionic theory,
we can define two different Hilbert spaces with different periodicities for the fermions about
the spatial circle: the Neveu-Schwarz (NS) sector and the Ramond (R) sector. Both sectors
can be decomposed into modules expanded into characters of the algebra with non-negative
integer coefficients. It could be the case that a perfectly healthy-looking partition function
in the NS sector bears hidden sickness in the Ramond sector. For instance, in [16] the
authors derived various universal bounds on N = (1, 1) (and unextended N = (2, 2)) CFTs
by studying the NS sector partition function; we extend this analysis to include the Ramond
sector and find significantly stronger bounds.
The second concerns the consistency condition on the chiral algebra of the CFT. Recall
that for any fermionic CFT we can obtain a bosonic CFT via the GSO projection [23]. At the
level of the torus partition functions, this corresponds to summing over all four spin struc-
tures: periodic/anti-periodic boundary conditions on the space and time circles. This story
has recently been modernized and enriched into more precise bosonization/fermionization
maps [24–35]. Fermionic CFTs come in pairs related by tensoring with the fermionic
symmetry-protected topological (SPT) phase (−1)Arf where Arf is the Arf invariant. In
terms of the torus partition functions, the two theories share the same ones with even spin
structures (ZNS+, ZNS−, ZR+), and only differ by an overall sign on the one with odd spin
structure (ZR−). The corresponding bosonized CFTs are related by an orbifold with respect
to the Z2 global symmetry that is dual to fermion parity (−1)F . By analyzing consistency
conditions on both bosonic CFTs obtained this way, we are able to constrain the possible
spectra of the fermionic CFT.
As a proof of principle that both of these tests have teeth, we apply them to previous
results in the literature. Using the first constraint, we are able to show that certain “kinks”
that had previously appeared in the numerical modular bootstrap analyses of [16] cannot
correspond to physical compact, unitary CFTs; although the NS sector partition function
naively looks healthy, the Ramond sector does not have integer degeneracies. Using the
second constraint, we are able to explicitly identify the CFT associated with another kink
that was found (but not identified) in [14].
1A prototypical example of a fermionic CFT is the (1+1)d free Majorana fermion, which when defined
on a higher genus Riemann surface requires specifying the periodicities about all cycles. By contrast, its
bosonization, the Ising CFT, can be defined even on non-orientable Riemann surfaces.
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This paper is organized as follows. In the remainder of the introduction, we will review
salient facts about fermionic CFTs, including the different spin structures on torii and the
corresponding partition functions. In Section 2.1 we will introduce our first diagnostic:
positivity and integrality of degeneracies and unitarity of the Ramond sector. We will use
this diagnostic to explore some candidate spectra, including previously-considered kinks from
the modular bootstrap, and perform a more thorough analysis of the spectrum of a purported
theory of pure supergravity. In Section 2.2 we will first describe a Sugawara constraint on
the chiral algebra of general bosonic CFTs, and then apply it to identify a specific fermionic
CFT (via GSO projection). In Section 3, we use the numerical bootstrap to study general
constraints on renormalization group flows. Finally we conclude in Section 4.
1.1 Fermionic partition functions and invariance subgroups
In a (1+1)d fermionic CFT, there are four torus partition functions with different spin
structures, which can be defined as traces over Hilbert spaces as
ZR−(τ, τ¯) = TrHR [ (−1)F qL0−
c
24 q¯L¯0−
c
24 ] SL(2,Z)
ZR+(τ, τ¯) = TrHR [ q
L0− c24 q¯L¯0−
c
24 ] Γ0(2)
ZNS−(τ, τ¯) = TrHNS [ (−1)F qL0−
c
24 q¯L¯0−
c
24 ] Γ0(2)
ZNS+(τ, τ¯) = TrHNS [ q
L0− c24 q¯L¯0−
c
24 ] Γθ
(1.1)
On the right, we specify the invariance subgroup of each partition function inside SL(2,Z).
If we write the elements of SL(2,Z) as
g =
(
a b
c d
)
, ad− bc = 1 , (1.2)
then the invariance subgroups above are congruence subgroups defined as
Γ0(2) = {g ∈ SL(2,Z) | b ≡ 0 mod 2} ,
Γ0(2) = {g ∈ SL(2,Z) | c ≡ 0 mod 2} ,
Γθ = {g ∈ SL(2,Z) | a+ d ≡ b+ c ≡ 0 mod 2} .
(1.3)
The latter three in (1.1) transform as a modular vector ZR+(τ, τ¯)ZNS−(τ, τ¯)
ZNS+(τ, τ¯)
 , (1.4)
with S and T matrices
S =
 11
1
 , T =
1 1
1
 . (1.5)
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Given one of the three, the other two can be obtained by modular transformations. By
contrast, ZR−(τ, τ¯) is invariant under all of SL(2,Z) and in general cannot be determined
from knowledge of any of the other three partition functions. Nonetheless, from the trace
definitions in (1.1), we know that ZR−(τ, τ¯) consists of the same q, q¯ powers as ZR+(τ, τ¯),
and with coefficients bounded by those of the latter. Moreover, if the theory has N = (1, 1)
supersymmetry, then ZR−(τ, τ¯) is a number, the Witten index.
2 Diagnostics of Γθ modular functions
Given a Γθ modular function admitting a decomposition into N = 1 characters with positive
integer degeneracies, can it be the NS+ partition function of a physical CFT? While we
cannot answer this question in full generality, in this section we present two simple diagnostics
that easily rule out some inconsistent Γθ modular functions.
The first is to examine the weights and degeneracies in the Ramond sector. We find
examples of extremal modular functions in the NS modular bootstrap literature that are
unphysical in the Ramond sector under this criterion. We also discuss the practicality of
this diagnostic when the NS+ partition function is only known approximately.
The second is to perform a GSO projection, and examine the consistency of the bosonized
partition function. An immediate difficulty is that the R− partition function cannot be
determined from the knowledge of the NS+ partition function alone. We first take a detour to
point out a simple bound on the number of conserved currents by the Sugawara construction,
and then impose it on the bosonized partition functions. For a special extremal modular
function found by bootstrap methods in [14], this consideration in fact guides us to actually
identify the underlying CFT.
2.1 Ramond sector unitarity and ground state degeneracy
Given an NS+ partition function, the Ramond sector partition function is given by
ZR+(τ, τ¯) = ZNS+
(
−1
τ
+ 1,−1
τ¯
+ 1
)
. (2.1)
It may be the case that a Γθ modular function has a decomposition into NS characters with
integer degeneracies and weights satisfying unitary bounds, but after (2.1) has a problematic
decomposition into Ramond characters.
A simple diagnostic of the consistency of the Ramond sector is to check whether the
ground state degeneracy is a non-negative integer, and whether the weights are above the
unitarity bound. This was used in Section 3.2 of [36] to rule out certain holomorphic N = 1
superconformal field theories2 (and was further explored in Section 3.2 of [37]). In precise
terms, the diagnostic requires
lim
τ→i∞
q
c
24
−hRgs q¯
c¯
24
−h¯Rgs ZR+(τ, τ¯) = lim
τ→i∞
q
c
24
−hRgs q¯
c¯
24
−h¯Rgs ZNS+
(
−1
τ
+ 1,−1
τ¯
+ 1
)
= nRgs , (2.2)
2Patient 0 :p
4
with hRgs, h¯
R
gs ≥ 0, to be a non-negative integer. If we have N = (1, 1) supersymmetry, then
the unitarity bound further constrains hRgs, h¯
R
gs ≥ c24 . In particular, if
lim
τ→i∞
ZR+(τ, τ¯) = lim
τ→i∞
ZNS+
(
−1
τ
+ 1,−1
τ¯
+ 1
)
(2.3)
diverges, then it is in obvious conflict with N = (1, 1) supersymmetry and unitarity.
It may be the case the modular function that requires diagnosis may only be known
numerically or as a q, q¯ series without an obvious closed form expression in terms of ele-
mentary modular functions. This presents a difficulty in determining the Ramond sector
partition function, since a modular S transform is involved. However, if we focus on the
Ramond ground states as in (2.2), then the examination can even be done numerically as
long as we can approximate ZNS+(τ, τ¯) well enough. In practice, this may require knowledge
of ZNS+(τ, τ¯) to very high order in the q, q¯-expansion.
In [16], a modular bootstrap system of equations was analyzed for N = 1 SCFTs. How-
ever, they only analyzed the NS+ partition function and demanded that the partition func-
tion is well-behaved under Γθ. We presently diagnose the two partition functions they found
at c = 9 and at c = 33
2
, which appeared as kinks in the numerical bounds, and will show
that they cannot be the partition functions of physical CFTs. We then turn to the N = 1
Maloney-Witten partition function [38]. While the authors of [38] computed the modular
sum of the vacuum character in the NS sector, we extend their computation and analysis to
the Ramond sector.
2.1.1 Patient 1: Extremal N = 1 NS+ modular function at c = 9
This partition function is given in (3.32) of [16]
ZNS+c=9 (τ, τ¯) =
∣∣fNS+c=9 (τ)∣∣2 (2.4)
with
fNS+c=9 (τ) =
(
η(q)48
η(q2)24η(
√
q)24
− 18
)(
η(q2)6η(
√
q)6
η(q)12
)
= q−
3
8 + 261q
5
8 + 456q
9
8 + 4500q
13
8 + · · · .
(2.5)
By (2.1), and using the transformation properties of the Dedekind eta function, we find that
ZRc=9(τ, τ¯) =
∣∣fRc=9(τ)∣∣2 (2.6)
with
fRc=9(τ) =
(
212η(q2)24
η(q)24
+ 18
)(
η(q)6
8η(q2)6
)
=
9
4q
1
4
+
997q
3
4
2
+
36999q
7
4
4
+ · · · .
(2.7)
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From (2.7) we immediately see that the Ramond ground states have weights (h, h¯) =
(
1
8
, 1
8
)
,
which violate theN = 1 unitarity bound (h, h¯ ≥ c
24
= 3
8
). More importantly, the degeneracies
are not integers, so not even a non-supersymmetric fermionic CFT can have (2.4) as its NS+
partition function.3
2.1.2 Patient 2: Extremal N = 1 NS+ modular function at c = 33
2
This partition function is given in (3.35) of [16]
ZNS+
c= 33
2
(τ, τ¯) =
∣∣∣fNS+
c= 33
2
(q)
∣∣∣2 (2.8)
with
fNS+
c= 33
2
(q) = q−33/48
(
1 + 7766q
3
2 + 11220q2 + · · ·
)
. (2.9)
The derivation of this partition function in [16] used the technique of modular differential
equations, explained in their Appendix A.4 For completeness, we reproduce their analysis in
Appendix A. We computed (2.9) to q1000 and numerically found that at τ = 1 + i for small
,
|fR
c= 33
2
(q)| ∼ 231
128
√
2
e
2pi
 (
33
48
− 1
16) . (2.10)
Thus, the putative CFT has Ramond ground state energy
(
1
16
, 1
16
)
and degeneracy 53361
32768
.
Again, this both violates the N = (1, 1) unitarity bound and exhibits non-integer degener-
acy.5 We conclude that no fermionic CFT can have this NS+ partition function.
2.1.3 Patient 3: The N = 1 Maloney-Witten partition function
The (bosonic) Maloney-Witten partition function is a properly regularized sum of SL(2,Z)
images of the Virasoro vacuum character [38]. It is modular invariant by construction,
and the spectrum has a gap at the BTZ black hole threshold, a feature sought in a putative
theory of “pure” gravity in AdS3. Nevertheless, this partition function suffers the undesirable
features of a continuous spectrum and a negative density of states for odd spins at low
twists [40].6
To produce an N = 1 supersymmetric version of the Maloney-Witten partition function,
one simply replaces the Virasoro vacuum character by the N = 1 super-Virasoro vacuum
3The sicknesses in Patients 1 and 2 were already pointed out in German in Table 5.4 of [39].
4The authors of [16] informed us that (2.9) has an analytic expression in terms of the c = 12 free fermion
partition function, using which one could analytically perform the modular S transform and in particular
verify (2.10).
5See footnote 3.
6Inspired by the relation between Jackiw-Teitelboim gravity and random matrix theory [41], it has been
speculated that the continuous spectrum of the Maloney-Witten partition function may mean that the gravity
theory is dual to an ensemble averaged conformal field theory.
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character.7 The original work of [38] considered the NS sector, and computed8
ZNS−(τ, τ¯) = Tr NS-NS
(
(−1)F qL0− c24 q¯L0− c24
)
=
∑
γ∈Γ0(2)
χNS−0 (γτ)χ
NS−
0 (γτ¯) ,
(2.11)
where (−1)F is +1 if h − h¯ ∈ Z and −1 if h − h¯ ∈ Z + 1
2
. The N = 1 vacuum character
χNS−0 (τ) is given by
χNS−0 (τ) =
η(τ/2)
η(τ)2
q−
c− 32
24 (1 + q
1
2 ) . (2.12)
They noted the following:
1. The density of primaries in the NS sector is continuous for h, h¯ >
c− 3
2
24
.
2. The degeneracy of NS primaries at h = h¯ =
c− 3
2
24
is negative and equal to −6. In [8], it
was pointed out that such negativities can be cured by adding free theories. Here we
add 6 times the partition function of the c = 3
2
free theory reviewed in Appendix B.
In [40], it was pointed out that the density of primary operators in the NS sector has an
additional negativity:
3. The density of primaries in the NS sector is negative if the spin h − h¯ is odd or half-
integer, and the twist 2 min(h, h¯) is sufficiently close to
c− 3
2
12
. A cure is to add the
modular sum of sufficiently many primary operators with twist 2 min(h, h¯) =
c− 3
2
16
(sim-
ilar to the bosonic case).
However, other aspects of the N = 1 Maloney-Witten partition function have not been
carefully examined, including the consistency of the Ramond sector spectrum. In addition,
one could consider the modular sum of a single Ramond (as opposed to NS) character.
Appendix C is devoted to a detailed analysis of these aspects. The key discoveries are:
4. In the original Maloney-Witten sum of the NS vacuum character, the spectrum of the
Ramond sector (obtained by a modular S transform from the NS−) is continuous, lies
above the unitarity bound h, h¯ ≥ c
24
, and the ground state degeneracy is 16. The
density of primaries in the Ramond sector is positive everywhere.
5. The modular sum of a non-degenerate NS character for a scalar primary produces +2
Ramond sector ground state degeneracy.
6. The modular sum of the Ramond vacuum character vanishes.
7. The modular sum of a Ramond character for a scalar primary produces −2 Ramond
ground state degeneracy.
7More generally, one could consider the vacuum character of any vertex operator algebra.
8The sum over elements of Γ0(2) diverges, but can be appropriately regularized to give a finite sum.
See [38] for more details.
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8. All partition functions above can be written as sums of non-holomorphic Eisenstein
series (see Appendix C).
Table 1 summarizes the different contributions to ground state degeneracies.
NS primary R ground state
Partition function degeneracy at degeneracy at
h = h¯ =
c− 3
2
24
h = h¯ = c
24
Γ0(2) sum of NS vacuum −6 +16
c = 3
2
free theory +1 +2
Γ0(2) sum of low-twist scalar NS primary −1 0
Γ0(2) sum of Ramond sector ground state 0 0
Γ0(2) sum of Ramond sector scalar primary 0 −2
Table 1: Contributions to degeneracies by different partition functions.
The first row is the original Maloney-Witten partition function. The
rest can be added to cure the negativity in the density of primaries or
to adjust the Ramond ground state degeneracy.
A minimal combination of partition functions that does not appear to suffer any neg-
ativity is the sum of (i) the Γ0(2) modular sum of the N = 1 vacuum character, (ii) two
copies of the Γ0(2) modular sum of an N = 1 scalar primary at h = h¯ = c− 32
32
, and (iii) eight
copies of the free c = 3
2
theory. This resulting partition function has a Ramond ground state
degeneracy of 32.
We note that every term in Table 1 has an even Ramond ground state degeneracy. If
we insist on adding an integer-number multiple of every term in Table 1, then so far we
do not have a way to make the Ramond ground state degeneracy odd (or equivalently the
Witten index odd). Although there exist supersymmetric theories with odd Witten index
(for example the N = 2 minimal model A-series at c = 3k
k+2
has Witten index k+1), we have
not yet found a supersymmetric theory with odd Witten index that can be decomposed into
non-degenerate N = 1 super-Virasoro characters with non-negative coefficients.9
2.2 Bosonization and the Sugawara construction
Bosonization maps a fermionic CFT F to a bosonic CFT B with (dual) Z2 global symmetry,
i.e. GSO projection [23], and fermionization does the reverse. On the one hand, B can be
9 The c = 32 N = 2 minimal model is related to the c = 32 free theory at r = 2 (described in Appendix B)
in the following way: They are fermionizations of the same bosonic CFT — the product of the Ising CFT
with the c = 1 free boson at r = 2 — with respect to different Z2 global symmetries.
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orbifolded to give rise to a different bosonic CFT B/Z2, and on the other hand, F can be
tensored with the fermionic symmetry-protected topological (SPT) phase (−1)Arf to give rise
to a different fermionic CFT F ⊗ (−1)Arf. At the level of the torus partition functions, the
latter maintains those with even spin structures (ZNS+, ZNS−, ZR+), and flips the sign of
the one with odd spin structure (ZR−).10 The result is a square of relations for a quadruple
of CFTs shown in Figure 1. We refer the reader to [29–32] for a pedagogical introduction to
this subject.
Given a Γθ modular function, one could ask if its interpretation as the NS+ partition
function of a fermionic CFT can be consistent with the square of maps shown in Figure 1. We
will impose this consistency condition to identity a previously unknown theory corresponding
to an extremal U(1) flavored modular function found in [14]. However, to do so, we must
first take a detour: Section 2.2.1 presents a diagnostic for general bosonic partition functions,
and is a self-contained argument independent of other parts of this paper. This diagnostic
will then be used in Section 2.2.2 in conjunction with bosonization/fermionization to study
the extremal modular function of [14].
B
B/Z2
F
F ⊗ (−1)Arf
bosonize
fermionize
gauge Z2 ⊗ (−1)Arf
bosonize
fermionize
B F
Heven HNSeven
Hodd HReven
Hdefecteven HRodd
Hdefectodd HNSodd
Figure 1: The bosonization/fermionization map and the isomorphism
of Hilbert spaces. Even or odd refers to the charge under (−1)F or the
dual Z2. On the left, defect means the defect Hilbert space quantized
with twisted periodic boundary conditions (by Z2).
2.2.1 Bounds on conserved currents from the Sugawara construction
Ancient wisdom says that the stress tensor of any CFT can be decomposed into two parts
T = Ts + To , (2.13)
where Ts is the Sugawara stress tensor of all spin-one conserved currents, and importantly
the Ts To OPE is regular. By unitarity, the central charge c of the CFT must be larger than
the Sugawara central charge. Furthermore, the number of spin-s conserved currents for any
s ≥ 2 must be no smaller than the that furnished by the normal ordered products of spin-one
10The same statement is true for partition functions on general Riemann surfaces.
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conserved currents, since their norms are completely fixed by the singular part of the OPE
of spin-one conserved currents.
We assume that the affine current algebra must be the tensor product of factors of U(1)
and a semi-simple compact affine Lie algebras.11 For a fixed number of spin-one conserved
currents, there is a finite number of possibilities for the affine current algebra. Enumerating
over all the possibilities, and computing the corresponding Sugawara central charge, we
derive universal lower bounds on the central charge and on the number of spin-two conserved
currents. We stress that the discussions in this section add nothing new to long-established
wisdom. We simply explain and present the results of our enumeration.
To begin, we need the basic building blocks — the knowledge of the vacuum characters
up to O(q2) for affine U(1) and all simple compact affine Lie algebras. For U(1),
cU(1) = 1 , χU(1)r (q) =

1 + 3q + 4q2 +O(q3) r = 1 ,
1 + q + 4q2 +O(q3) r = √2 ,
1 + q + 2q2 +O(q3) otherwise .
(2.14)
At r = 1, the U(1) affine current algebra is enhanced to SU(2)1. At r =
√
2, it is enhanced
to a W-algebra. For a simple compact affine Lie algebra Gk (k is the level), the Sugawara
central charge is
cGk =
k dimG
k + h∨
. (2.15)
The dimension and dual coxeter number h∨ are given in Table 2. The character up to q2 is
χGk (q) = 1 + (dimG) q + a
G
k,2 q
2 +O(q3) , (2.16)
where the q2 coefficient for k ≥ 2 is
aGk,2 =
(dimG)(dimG+ 3)
2
, k ≥ 2 . (2.17)
For k = 1, the coefficient aG1,2 is given in Table 2.
12
It is clear that for a fixed number nJ of spin-one conserved currents, the minimum central
charge c and the minimum number nT of spin-two conserved currents (including primaries
and descendants) are realized by products of U(1) factors and compact affine simple Lie
11This excludes affine algebras whose global part contains a non-compact Lie algebra such as SL(2,R) or
an intermediate Lie algebra such as E7 12 [42–45].
12The vacuum characters of the BD series at level 1 have a simple expression
χSO(N)1vac (τ) =
θ3(τ)
N
2 + θ4(τ)
N
2
2η(τ)
N
2
, (2.18)
where θi(τ) is the Jacobi theta function. We use the Affine.m package [46] to compute a
G
1,2 for the exceptional
EFG and for the AC series up to n = 6, and deduce analytic formulae for the latter assuming a quartic
ansatz.
10
G dimG h∨ cG1 a
G
1,2 − dimG
U(1) 1 0 1
An≥1 n(n+ 2) n+ 1 n
n2(n+ 1)2
4
Bn≥2 n(2n+ 1) 2n− 1 n+ 12
2n+ 2
2
+
2n+ 1
4

Cn≥3 n(2n+ 1) n+ 1
n(2n+ 1)
n+ 2
n2(2n+ 1)(2n− 1)
3
Dn≥2 n(2n− 1) 2n− 2 n
2n+ 1
2
+
2n
4

E6 78 12 6 651
E7 133 18 7 1540
E8 248 30 8 3876
F4 52 9
26
5
325
G2 14 4
14
5
28
Table 2: Data for U(1) and compact simple Lie groups, including the
dimension, the dual coxeter number h∨, as well as the central charge
and q2 coefficient of the level-1 affine current algebra.
algebras at level 1. Moreover, since (Cn)1 has the same nJ as (Bn)1 but strictly larger c
and nT , we can exclude the C series for the purpose of bounding c and nT . The bounds
up to nJ = 1000 are presented in Figures 2 and 3. We find that considering products of
up to three U(1) or simple factors is enough to realize the minima up to nJ = 1000. The
teeth structure is explained as follows. At certain nJ , low c and nT are achieved by a simple
compact affine Lie algebra, such as the (E8)1 algebra at nJ = 248. The next few values of nJ
have minimal c or nT that are simply given by their product with the affine current algebras
that saturate the bounds at nJ = 1, 2, 3, . . . . This continues until the next compact affine
simple Lie algebra with especially low c or nT occurs. We find that past (E8)1, the especially
small occurrences are all given by the (Bn)1 and (Dn)1 algebras. Hence, when nJ ≥ 300, the
lower envelopes of the lower bounds are given by13
c ≥ cmin = 1 +
√
1 + 8nJ
4
,
nT ≥ (nT )min = 3 + 14nJ + n
2
J + 3
√
1 + 8nJ − nJ
√
1 + 8nJ
6
.
(2.19)
13Since the (Bn)1 and (Dn)1 vacuum characters have simple closed forms (2.18), one could easily compute
this envelope for all higher-spin conserved currents.
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Interesting bounds of a similar flavor were obtained in [37] for holomorphic CFTs.
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Figure 2: Left: Lower bounds on the central charge c for given num-
bers of spin-one conserved currents nJ , up to nJ = 1000. The dashed
line shows the lower envelope (2.19) for nJ ≥ 300. Right: The same
bounds for nJ ≤ 20, with the dashed line indicating nJ = 7, 11, 15,
cmin = 3.
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Figure 3: Left: Lower bounds on the number of spin-two conserved
currents nT , for given numbers of spin-one conserved currents nJ , up
to nJ = 1000. The black dashed line shows the lower envelope (2.19)
for nJ ≥ 300. Right: The same bounds for nJ ≤ 20, with the dashed
line indicating nJ = 11, (nT )min = 42.
The bound on the central charge is a quantum version of the following geometric ques-
tion: What is the minimal dimension cclmin of a compact connected manifold that realizes a
continuous isometry group of dimension nclJ ? The answer is given by an analogous exercise
as the above, but now the basic building blocks are the classical groups U(1) and ABD,
12
with14
cclmin =

1 U(1) ,
2n An ,
2n Bn ,
2n− 1 Dn .
(2.20)
The especially small occurrences are spheres with Bn and Dn symmetries, giving the lower
envelope
ccl ≥ cclmin =
−1 +
√
1 + 8nclJ
2
. (2.21)
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Figure 4: Lower bounds on the dimension of a connected manifolds,
for given dimensions of the isometry group. The black dashed line
shows the lower envelope (2.21).
2.2.2 Patient 4: Extremal U(1) flavored modular function
In [14], the modular bootstrap with a holomorphic U(1) or R flavor symmetry was studied.
For the spinning bootstrap at c = 3 (with half-integer spins allowed), they found an explicit
form for the extremal partition function, given in (5.9) of [14], and suspected it to be the
NS+ partition function of a fermionic CFT: 15
ZNS+(τ, τ¯ , z, z¯) =
1
4|η(τ)|2
1∑
a,b,a′,b′=0
(−1)ab′+a′b|ϑab(τ, z)|4|ϑa′b′(τ, 0)|2 (2.22)
14Since the dimensions of Bn and Cn are identical, and Bn is known to be the maximal isometry group
for a compact 2n-dimensional manifold, we can ignore Cn in trying to minimize c
cl
min. The same cannot be
said for An, which is the isometry group of Pn. However, since the “cost factor” cclmin/nclJ of An is roughly
twice of Bn and Dn, their exclusion turns out to not affect c
cl
min.
15Compared to [14], we rescale z and z¯ by a factor of two to make all the U(1) charges integers.
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where ϑa,b are the Jacobi theta functions.
16 Assuming so, and turning off the U(1) fugacity
for now (z = z¯ = 0), the partition function of the bosonized CFT takes the form
ZB(τ, τ¯) =
1
2
(
ZNS+(τ, τ¯) + ZNS−(τ, τ¯) + ZR+(τ, τ¯) + ZR−(τ, τ¯)
)
, (2.24)
the first three of which we know by (2.22) and its modular transforms. To the lowest few
orders in the q-expansion, they are
ZNS+(τ, τ¯) = (qq¯)−
1
8
[
(1 + 7q + 27q2 + . . .) + (8q
1
2 + 32q
3
2 + . . .)(qq¯)
1
8
+ (16q
1
2 + 80q
3
2 + . . .)(qq¯)
1
4 + (16 + 96q + . . .)(qq¯)
3
8 + . . .
]
ZNS−(τ, τ¯) = (qq¯)−
1
8
[
(1 + 7q + 27q2 + . . .)− (8q 12 + 32q 32 + . . .)(qq¯) 18
− (16q 12 + 80q 32 + . . .)(qq¯) 14 + (16 + 96q + . . .)(qq¯) 38 + . . .
]
ZR+(τ, τ¯) = (qq¯)−
1
8
[
(8q + 24q2 + . . .) + (2 + 16q + . . .)(qq¯)
1
8
+ (8 + 40q + . . .)(qq¯)
1
4 + (16 + 96q + . . .)(qq¯)
3
8 + . . .
]
.
(2.25)
Note an interesting feature of the NS sector: at any fixed twist, the states of that twist are
either all half-integer spin or all integer spin. In particular, states with h ≡ 0, 3
8
mod 1
2
all have integer spin, and states with h ≡ 1
8
, 1
4
mod 1
2
all have half-integer spin. (Since the
spin is always an integer or half-integer, we could of course replace h with h¯ in the previous
sentence. Also there are no states with h or h¯ ≡ 7
8
mod 1.)
The authors of [14] asked if
1
2
(
ZNS+(τ, τ¯) + ZNS−(τ, τ¯) + ZR+ (τ, τ¯)
)
= (qq¯)−
1
8
(
1 + 11q + 39q2 + · · ·) , (2.26)
being an SL(2,Z) invariant function with integer spins, could be the partition function of
a bosonic CFT. Of course, physically there is no reason to expect so, since ZR−(τ, τ¯) has
no reason to vanish and should give nontrivial contributions. Indeed, if we assume that
the affine current algebra must be semi-simple and compact (possibly plus factors of U(1)),
we can easily rule out (2.26) from the Sugawara bound. According to Figure 2, the lower
bound on the central charge at nJ = 11 is c ≥ 3, and is saturated by the affine Lie algebra
(A1)1× (A2)1. To be consistent with unitarity, (2.26) should be the partition function of the
(A1)1×(A2)1 product WZW model. But the partition function does not match, in particular,
the (A1)1 × (A2)1 product WZW model has nT = 45 6= 39. Hence (2.26) is ruled out.17
16The relation of this notation by Riemann and Mumford to the original notation of Jacobi is
ϑ11(τ, z) = −θ1(τ, z), ϑ10(τ, z) = θ2(τ, z), ϑ00(τ, z) = θ3(τ, z), ϑ01(τ, z) = θ4(τ, z) . (2.23)
17Alternatively, we could rule out (2.26) by the lower bound on the number of spin-two conserved currents.
According to Figure 3, the lower bound at nJ = 11 is nT ≥ 42 and violated by (2.26). The number nT = 42
is realized by the U(1)× (B2)1 WZW model at generic U(1) radius with central charge c = 72 .
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Next, let us examine the possibilities for ZR−(τ, τ¯). In the zero-twist sector, to the lowest
orders in the q-expansion,
ZR−(τ, τ¯) = (qq¯)−
1
8 (nR−1 q + n
R−
2 q
2 +O(q3)) ,
nR−1 ∈ {−8,−6, . . . , 6, 8} , nR−2 ∈ {−24,−22, . . . , 22, 24} .
(2.27)
Without loss of generality, we can set nR−1 ≥ 0. Correspondingly, the bosonized partition
functions B and B/Z2 have zero-twist sectors
ZB = (qq¯)−
1
8
(
1 + (11 +
nR−1
2
)q + (39 +
nR−2
2
)q2 +O(q3)
)
,
ZB/Z2 = (qq¯)−
1
8
(
1 + (11− n
R−
1
2
)q + (39− n
R−
2
2
)q2 +O(q3)
)
,
(2.28)
and both must satisfy the Sugawara bounds at c = 3. We have already ruled out nR−1 = 0.
From Figure 2, we see that nR−1 = 2, 4 are not allowed because B will have nJ = 12, 13
and thus necessarily c > 3. If nR−1 = 6, then nJ = 14 requires B to contain the (G2)1 affine
current algebra, but since the Sugawara central charge is already 14
5
, the coset part can only
have central charge 1
5
and is in tension with unitarity.
The only possibility left is nR−1 = 8, n
R−
2 = 24, which corresponds to B = (A3)1 WZW
model (free boson on the A3 lattice), and B/Z2 = (A1)1×(A1)1×U(1)r=√2 WZW (free boson
on a rectangular lattice with radii 1, 1,
√
2). This possibility is only allowed if the average
of the partition functions of the (A3)1 and the (A1)1 × (A1)1 × U(1)r=√2 WZW models is
equal to (2.26). Remarkably, we find that it is.18 This determines ZR−(τ, τ¯) to be
ZR−(τ, τ¯) = ZNS+(τ, τ¯) + ZNS−(τ, τ¯) + ZR+ (τ, τ¯)− 2Z(A1)1×(A1)1×U(1)r=√2(τ, τ¯)
= 2Z(A3)1(τ, τ¯)− (ZNS+(τ, τ¯) + ZNS−(τ, τ¯) + ZR+ (τ, τ¯))
= (qq¯)−
1
8
[
(8q + 24q2 + . . .)− (2 + 16q + . . .)(qq¯) 18
− (8 + 40q + . . .)(qq¯) 14 + (16 + 96q + . . .)(qq¯) 38 + . . .
]
.
(2.29)
In (2.25) and (2.29), we find that the fermion parity (−1)F in both the NS and Ramond
sectors follow a simple pattern: if h ≡ 0, 3
8
mod 1
2
, the state is bosonic; if h ≡ 1
8
, 1
4
mod
1
2
, the state is fermionic. Using the isomorphism of Hilbert spaces in Table 1, the previous
observation allows us to identify by which Z2 global symmetry to fermionize B/Z2: It is the
product of the Z2 center symmetry of both copies of (A1)1, and the momentum Z2 symmetry
of U(1)r=
√
2.
19
We can also identify the U(1) symmetry by which (2.22) is graded. In the bosonized
theory B/Z2, the holomorphic part is the momentum plus winding U(1) in one copy of
18We used the Affine.m package [46] to compute the (A3)1 characters to sufficiently high q order.
19Note that the Z2 center symmetry in a single copy of (A1)1 is anomalous, but the product of two of
them is non-anomalous.
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SU(2)1, while the anti-holomorphic part is the momentum minus winding U(1) in the other
copy of SU(2)1. After fermionizing by the Z2 described in the previous paragraph, we
successfully reproduce the graded extremal partition function in [14].
3 RNS modular bootstrap
The modular bootstrap has been applied to extended N = 2 supersymmetry in [5,6] and to
N = 1 and non-extended N = 2 in [16].20 In those work, only the modular invariance of the
NS sector was studied. With extended N = 2 supersymmetry, this is because the Ramond
sector is isomorphic to the NS sector by a half-integer spectral flow. However, when spectral
flow is not a symmetry, the consistency of the Ramond sector is not guaranteed by the Γθ
invariance of the NS+ partition function.
In this section, we strengthen the N = 1 modular bootstrap analysis of [16] by incorpo-
rating the Ramond sector. Indeed, some putative partition functions of [16] are ruled out
by our bounds (and in fact ruled out by the simple diagnostics of Section 2.1). The bounds
on the scalar gap also prove that relevant deformations must exist in certain ranges of the
central charge. The ranges are different depending on how much manifest supersymmetry
we preserve.21
What about the non-supersymmetric modular bootstrap of fermionic CFTs? Via the
bosonization/fermionization map and the isomorphism of Hilbert spaces shown in Figure 1,
non-supersymmetric fermionic modular bootstrap is in fact identical to the bosonic modular
bootstrap with a non-anomalous Z2 global symmetry. This was previously studied in [18]
by one of the present authors.
3.1 N = 1 characters
We assume c > 3
2
so that the possible N = 1 super-Virasoro modules are universal. The
characters are given by
χNSh (τ) =

q−
c− 32
24 (1− q 12 ) η(τ)
η(2τ)η(τ/2)
h = 0
qh−
c− 32
24
η(τ)
η(2τ)η(τ/2)
h > 0
(3.1)
in the NS sector and
χRh (τ) =

η(2τ)
η(τ)2
h = c
24
2qh−
c
24
η(2τ)
η(τ)2
h > c
24
(3.2)
20Extended N = 2 has spectral flow symmetry, with the level of the U(1)R R-symmetry given by c/3.
21The analogous study in [16] did not consider supersymmetry-preserving relevant descendants. We explain
this point in Section 3.2.
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in the Ramond sector22. Given the mathematical identities
η(τ)
η(2τ)η(τ/2)
=
η(−1/τ)
η(−2/τ)η(−1/2τ) × (−iτ)
1
2 ,
η(τ)
η(2τ)η((τ + 1)/2)
=
η(−2/τ)
η(−1/τ)2 × e
−pii
24 (−2iτ) 12 ,
(3.3)
if we are only concerned with the S transform, we could alternatively consider reduced
partition functions and characters defined in Appendix D.
The torus partition functions are each given by a sum over N = 1 characters
ZR+(τ, τ¯) =
∑
(h,h¯)∈HR
nRh,h¯ χ
R
h (τ)χ
R
h¯ (τ¯) , (3.4)
ZNS−(τ, τ¯) =
∑
(h,h¯)∈HNS
nNSh,h¯ χ
NS
h (τ + 1)χ
NS
h¯ (τ¯ + 1) , (3.5)
ZNS+(τ, τ¯) =
∑
(h,h¯)∈HNS
nNSh,h¯ χ
NS
h (τ)χ
NS
h¯ (τ¯) (3.6)
with non-negative integer degeneracies nh,h¯. The Witten index Z
R−(τ, τ¯) = χ almost decou-
ples from the modular crossing equation except that it imposes a bound nRc
24
, c
24
≥ |χ|. Its sign
can be changed by tensoring with the fermionic SPT (−1)Arf, as explained in Section 2.2.
3.2 Modular crossing equation
The crossing equations for the torus partition functions under the modular S transform are
simply
ZNS+(τ, τ¯) = ZNS+
(
−1
τ
,−1
τ¯
)
, ZNS−(τ, τ¯) = ZR
(
−1
τ
,−1
τ¯
)
. (3.7)
Expanded in characters,
0 =
∑
(h,h¯)∈HNS
nNSh,h¯
χNSh (τ)χNSh¯ (τ¯)− χNSh (−1/τ)χNSh¯ (−1/τ¯)
χNSh (τ + 1)χ
NS
h¯
(τ¯ + 1)

+
∑
(h,h¯)∈HR
nRh,h¯
 0
−χRh (−1/τ)χRh¯ (−1/τ¯)
 ,
(3.8)
where the ground state contribution isχNS0 (τ)χNS0 (τ¯)− χNS0 (−1/τ)χNS0 (−1/τ¯)
χNS0 (τ + 1)χ
NS
0 (τ¯ + 1)
+ nRc
24
, c
24
 0
−χRc
24
(−1/τ)χRc
24
(−1/τ¯)
 . (3.9)
22The factor of 2 for non-BPS characters in (3.2) is due to the fact that G0 does not annihilate the highest
weight state for non-BPS primaries.
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For simplicity, in the following we write nRc
24
, c
24
as nRgs. Note that because the ground state
character is a smooth limit of the non-degenerate character in the Ramond sector, nRgs is
only a lower bound on the ground state degeneracy, unless a gap in the Ramond sector is
imposed.
We use the linear functional method [47] to analyze the modular crossing equation. The
computations are performed with the semidefinite programming solver SDPB2 [48,49]. The
reader is referred to [18] by one of the present authors for the details of the numerical
implementation. We simply note that the bounds presented here are at derivative order
Λ = 19. Since this method produces bounds on various types of quantities, we will first
decide on a physically interesting quantities to study.
3.3 Bounds on relevant deformations
In the N = 1 context, Lorentz-preserving operator deformations come in four classes that
preserve different amounts of supersymmetry, and are listed in Table 3. Descendants involv-
ing super-Virasoro generators outside those in Table 3 are total derivatives, and give rise to
trivial deformations. A relevant deformation exists if there exists a scalar operator of scaling
dimension less than 2. As the modular bootstrap is adept at bounding scaling dimensions,
we will be able to show that there is a critical c below which a relevant deformation must
exist. Our analysis extends the work of [11] in the bosonic setting.
Scalar operator Preserved supersymmetry
φ N = (0, 0)
G¯− 1
2
· ψs= 1
2
N = (0, 1)
G− 1
2
· ψs=− 1
2
N = (1, 0)
G− 1
2
G¯− 1
2
· φ N = (1, 1)
Table 3: Operator deformations in an N = (1, 1) SCFT. Here, φ
denotes a bosonic super-Virasoro primary, and ψ denotes a fermionic
one, both in the NS sector.
We study the upper bound on the gap in the following subsectors of the spectrum, as the
central charge is varied:
1. Scalar super-Virasoro primaries in the NS sector. The results are presented in Fig-
ure 5. A bound below 2 means that there must exist supersymmetry-breaking relevant
deformations. We find that this is the case for
3
2
< c < 10.3 . (3.10)
This was studied in [16] by the Γθ invariance of Z
NS+ alone, which produced a signifi-
cantly smaller range of c.
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2. Scalar operators in the NS sector that are super-Virasoro primaries or G− 1
2
, G¯− 1
2
de-
scendants. The results are presented in Figure 6. A bound below 2 means that there
must exist relevant deformations, regardless of the amount of supersymmetry preserved.
We find that this is the case for
3
2
< c < 10.6 . (3.11)
3. Scalar operators in the NS sector that are G− 1
2
, G¯− 1
2
or G− 1
2
G¯− 1
2
descendants. The
results are presented in Figure 7. A bound at 2 means that there must exist relevant
or marginal deformations that preserve some supersymmetry. We find that this is the
case for
3
2
< c < 5.5 . (3.12)
4. Scalar operators in the NS sector that are G− 1
2
G¯− 1
2
descendants. The bound is above
2 for all c > 3
2
.
5. Bosonic super-Virasoro primaries in the NS sector. The results are presented in Figure 8.
There is a soft kink near (c,∆gap) ≈ (13, 2.5), which upon further examination does not
seem to be physical. The NS+ partition functions at c = 9 and c = 33
2
found in [16]
violate our bounds.
6. Super-Virasoro primaries in the Ramond sector, with the number of Ramond sector
grounds states varied among nRgs = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4,∞. The results are presented in Figure 9.
The nontrivial dependence on nRgs can be seen at small c, but weakens at larger values
of c. For nRgs =∞, there appears to be an anti-kink at (c,∆gap) ≈ (6, 1), but we do not
know its interpretation.
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Figure 5: Upper bounds on the gap in the NS spectrum of scalar
super-Virasoro primaries, as the central charge is varied up to c = 25.
The range of c in which the bound is below 2, marked by the dashed
lines, indicates the necessary existence of a supersymmetry breaking
relevant deformation.
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Figure 6: Upper bounds on the gap in the NS spectrum of scalar op-
erators that are either super-Virasoro primaries or G− 1
2
, G¯− 1
2
descen-
dants (of fermionic superconformal primaries), as the central charge
is varied up to c = 25. The range of c in which the bound is below
2, marked by the dashed lines, indicate the necessary existence of a
relevant deformation.
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Figure 7: Upper bounds on the gap in the NS spectrum of scalar
operators that are G− 1
2
, G¯− 1
2
or G− 1
2
G¯− 1
2
descendants, as the central
charge is varied up to c = 25. The range of c in which the bound is
at 2, marked by the dashed lines, indicate the necessary existence of a
marginal or relevant deformation that preserved some supersymmetry.
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Figure 8: Upper bounds on the gap in the NS bosonic primary spec-
trum, as the central charge is varied up to c = 25. The dashed lines
mark the bounds at c = 9, 13, 33
2
.
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Figure 9: Upper bounds on the gap in the Ramond primary spectrum,
for varying number of ground states nRgs = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4,∞, and as the
central charge is varied up to c = 10.
4 Conclusion and discussion
This work examined new consistency conditions on the partition functions of (1+1)d fermionic
CFTs. While past focus [5, 6, 16] has been on the Γθ invariance of the NS+ partition func-
tion, we showed that the consistency of the Ramond sector imposes nontrivial constraints.
In some examples, we found the inconsistency manifest in the non-integrality of the degen-
eracies or the violation of the N = 1 unitarity bounds. In one example [14], we were able to
uniquely identify the previously unknown fermionic CFT from the NS+ partition function,
by considering the Sugawara consistency of its bosonization and the bosonization of its ten-
sor with the fermionic SPT (−1)Arf (see Figure 1). We ended with a systematic numerical
study of modular constraints on all partition functions in N = (1, 1) CFT, and obtained
bounds much stronger than from the Γθ invariance of the NS+ partition function alone [16].
We found that a relevant deformation must exist for 3
2
< c < 10.6, and one that manifestly
breaks all supersymmetry must exists for 3
2
< c < 10.3.
For the N = 1 Maloney-Witten partition function [38], we considered the inclusion of
the modular sums of more general characters, and found that appropriate combinations can
save the original Maloney-Witten partition function from negative degeneracies/density of
primaries. Holographically, the Ramond ground state degeneracy corresponds to the quan-
tum entropy of a zero-mass BTZ black hole with periodic spin structure at zero temperature.
Suppose in a certain setup, one could do the microstate counting, then one may desire an
N = 1 Maloney-Witten partition function that approximates the true partition function
by having the correct Ramond ground state degeneracy. As another example, in a chaotic
quantum theory without extra global symmetries, there is typically no degeneracy of states.
It may then be natural to expect the Ramond ground state degeneracy to be zero. According
22
to Table 1, we can adjust the Ramond ground state degeneracy and the NS degeneracy at
h = h¯ =
c− 3
2
24
, by adding to the original Maloney-Witten partition function (Γ0(2) sum of
NS vacuum) an appropriate linear combination of the c = 3
2
free theory partition function,
the Γ0(2) sum of low twist NS sector scalar primaries, and the Γ0(2) sum of Ramond sector
scalar primaries.
The constraints from the Sugawara construction is interesting from the modular bootstrap
point of view. It is known that the linear functional approach to modular bootstrap does not
produce an upper bound on the number of conserved currents without further assumptions
on the spectrum beyond unitarity. The Sugawara construction does give such an upper
bound for fixed values of c, as is clear by turning Figure 2 sideways. It would be interesting
to see whether incorporating the Sugawara bound into the modular bootstrap gives stronger
constraints. Morally, the Sugawara bounds show that a certain amount of degrees of freedom
(central charge c) is necessary to accommodate a certain number of spin-one conserved
currents. From (2.19), we see that23
c√
nJ
≥ 1√
2
. (4.1)
Could there be generalizations of this to higher-spin conserved currents? On the one hand,
the lack of a systematic classification of W-algebras makes it difficult to prove any such
bound.24 On the other hand, there exists a nontrivial lower bound on the central charge by
unitarity for every knownW-algebra. After all, we do not expect there to be a unitary CFT
with c < 1 + 10−10 and 1010 spin-two conserved currents. Do you?
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A Partition function of the kink at c = 332
Here we summarize the partition function of the kink found at c = 33
2
in [16]. Consider (A.8)
in [16] reproduced below:[
D3τ + µ1M2(τ)D2τ + µ2M (1)4 (τ)Dτ + µ3M (2)4 (τ)Dτ + µ4M (1)6 (τ) + µ5M (2)6 (τ)
]
f(τ) = 0,
(A.1)
where25
Dnτ ≡ Dτ,2n−2 ◦ Dτ,2n−4 ◦ . . . ◦ Dτ,2 ◦ Dτ,0 (A.2)
and
Dτ,r ≡ 1
2pii
(
∂τ − ipir
6
E2(q)
)
= q∂q − r
12
E2(q)
E2(q) = 1− 24
∞∑
n=1
σ1(n)q
n, σx(n) =
∑
d|n
dx. (A.3)
The Mi(τ) are modular forms of weight i under Γθ, and are given explicitly in (A.4) and
(A.5) of [16]. Equation (A.1) is a general modular differential equation of third order; for
our purposes we will need specific choices of the µ. In order to find the µ needed to match
the partition function at c = 33
2
, it is enough to plug in an ansatz for f(τ) at c = 33
2
with
zero states at dimension 1
2
. This will give the most general solution of µ as
µ2 = −84785 + 45264µ1
281088
µ3 = −72077 + 21360µ1
281088
µ4 = −55(349 + 2032µ1)
499712
µ5 = −11(−11549 + 23920µ1)
499712
. (A.4)
For simplicity we set µ1 = 0 to get
µ2 = − 84785
281088
µ3 = − 72077
281088
µ4 = − 19195
499712
µ5 =
127039
499712
. (A.5)
We can then plug (A.5) into (A.1) and compute f c=
33
2 (τ) to arbitrarily high order.
25In (A.2), we have corrected a very minor typo in (A.2) of [16].
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B c = 32 free theory partition function
The partition function of a c = 3
2
theory given by the tensor product of a free boson (at
radius r) and a free fermion is:
ZNS(τ, τ¯) =
∣∣∣∣ η(τ)η(τ/2)η(2τ)
∣∣∣∣2 ∑
n,m∈Z
q
1
4(
n
r
+mr)
2
q¯
1
4(
n
r
−mr)2 , (B.1)
ZNS−(τ, τ¯) =
∣∣∣∣η(τ/2)η(τ)2
∣∣∣∣2 ∑
n,m∈Z
q
1
4(
n
r
+mr)
2
q¯
1
4(
n
r
−mr)2 , (B.2)
ZR+(τ, τ¯) =
∣∣∣∣∣
√
2η(2τ)
η(τ)2
∣∣∣∣∣
2 ∑
n,m∈Z
q
1
4(
n
r
+mr)
2
q¯
1
4(
n
r
−mr)2 , (B.3)
and finally
ZR−(τ, τ¯) = 0. (B.4)
This has two R-sector ground states, and zero Witten index. The scaling gap to the first
NS primary depends on the radius r: min( 1
2r2
, r
2
2
). The Ramond sector gap is similarly
min( 1
2r2
, r
2
2
).
C The N = 1 Maloney-Witten partition function
We aim for this Appendix to be self-contained. We review the calculation of [38], first the
bosonic case in Appendix C.1, and then the N = 1 NS case in Appendix C.2. We extend
the calculation to the N = 1 Ramond sector in Appendix C.2 and look at sum of Ramond
characters in both the NS and Ramond sectors in C.3. We examine previously neglected
consistencies of the results.
C.1 Modular sum of bosonic character
Let us review the calculation done for the bosonic partition function [8, 38]. The partition
function is given by an expression
ZMWK(τ, τ¯) =
∑
γ∈Γ∞\SL(2,Z)
χ0(γτ)χ0(γτ¯) (C.1)
where χ0(τ) is the Virasoro vacuum character:
χ0(τ) =
q−
c−1
24
η(q)
(1− q). (C.2)
The sum in (C.1) diverges, but can be regulated to give a finite modular-invariant answer,
as described in [38]. The resulting partition has three unphysical features:
25
1. The spectrum of primary operators is a continuous density of states rather than a
discrete sum of delta functions for h, h¯ > c−1
24
.
2. The degeneracy of primary operators is negative at h = h¯ = c−1
24
.
3. The density of primary operators is negative at any odd spin, for twist 2 min(h, h¯)
sufficiently close to c−1
12
[40].
To compute the actual sum in (C.1), it is convenient to separate it into four terms coming
from the product (1− q)(1− q¯) = 1− q − q¯ + qq¯ necessary to subtract off null states. The
sum (C.1) over SL(2,Z) is done explicitly for each of these four terms in [8, 38]. The first
and last terms (where the “seed” operator is a scalar), [8,55] pointed out that the result can
be written conveniently as a sum of the “non-holomorphic Eisenstein series”
E(s, τ, τ¯) ≡
∑
γ∈Γ∞\SL(2,Z)
Im(γτ)s
= ys +
√
piΓ
(
s− 1
2
)
ζ(2s− 1)
Γ(s)ζ(2s)
y1−s
+
∞∑
j=1
(
e2piijx + e−2piijx
) 2pisσ2s−1(j)
Γ(s)ζ(2s)js−
1
2
y
1
2Ks− 1
2
(2piyj) , (C.3)
where
τ = x+ iy, τ¯ = x− iy, (C.4)
σ is the divisor sigma function, and K is the Bessel K function. By construction, the
non-holomorphic Eisenstein series satisfy
E(s, τ, τ¯) = E(s, γτ, γτ¯), γ ∈ SL(2,Z). (C.5)
The regulated SL(2,Z) sum of a “seed” term was computed in Section 3 of [8]. We rewrite
their results here as:∑
γ∈Γ∞\SL(2,Z)
(
q−ξ q¯−ξ
|η(τ)|2
)
γ
=
1
y
1
2 |η(τ)|2
∞∑
m=1
(4piξ)mE(m+ 1
2
, τ, τ¯)
m!
(C.6)
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and26
∑
γ∈Γ∞\SL(2,Z)
(
q−ξ+1q¯−ξ
|η(τ)|2
)
γ
=
1
|η(τ)|2
[
e2piix+2piy(2ξ−1) + 2 +
∞∑
m=1
2pim+
1
2Tm(2ξ − 1)y−m
mΓ(m+ 1
2
)ζ(2m+ 1)
+
∑
j 6=0
j∈Z
e2piixj
∞∑
m=0
( ∞∑
s=1
S(j, 1; s)
s2m+1
)
23m+1pi2m|j|m
(2m)!ym
(
(2ξ − 1) + 1
2pij
d
dy
)m
ymKm(2piy|j|)
]
.
(C.8)
In (C.8), Tm is the Chebyshev T polynomial and S(j, J ; s) is a Kloosterman sum. The m = 0
term in (C.8) needs to be defined via analytic continuation since sum over s diverges.
C.2 Modular sum of N = 1 NS character
Let us first define some notation when we discuss the N = 1 partition function. In this
section we will focus on a modular sum of the NS vacuum character, and will look at the
result obtained in both the NS and Ramond sectors. These will be denoted ZNS− [. . .] and
ZR+ [. . .] respectively, where the . . . represent what we are summing over. In this section we
will compute ZNS−
[|χNS0 |2] and ZR+ [|χNS0 |2], and in Section C.3 we will generalize to looking
at the modular sum of Ramond characters, and compute ZNS− [|χR|2] and ZR+ [|χR|2].
The N = 1 NS partition function ZNS− [|χNS0 |2] is a Γ0(2) sum of the NS vacuum char-
acter. If we define the non-degenerate character χnon-deg0 as
χnon-deg0 (τ) = q
− c−
3
2
24
η(τ/2)
η(τ)2
(C.9)
then the vacuum state and descendants is given by
|χNS−0 (τ)|2 = |χnon-deg0 (τ)|2(1 + q
1
2 + q¯
1
2 + q
1
2 q¯
1
2 ) (C.10)
(See (7.16) of [38].) Let us first focus on the first and last term of (C.10). Define the
26The following identity for derivatives of Bessel K functions
y−m
(
α1 + α2
d
dy
)m
ymKm(α3y) = α
m
2
m∑
a=0
(−1)a+m
m!αm−a3 1F1
(
−a, 1− 2a+m;− 2α1yα2
)
2aa!(m− 2a)!ya Ka (α3y) (C.7)
can be used to rewrite (C.8), and later (C.13) and (C.17) more explicitly.
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non-holomorphic Eisenstein series for the congruence subgroup Γ0(2) as
EΓ
0(2) (s, τ, τ¯) = ys +
22s−1
√
piΓ
(
s− 1
2
)
ζ(2s− 1)
(4s − 1) Γ(s)ζ(2s) y
1−s
+
∞∑
j=1
(
e2piijx + e−2piijx
) 2pis (4sσ2s−1 (j)− σ2s−1 (2j))
(4s − 1)Γ(s)ζ(2s)js− 12 y
1
2Ks− 1
2
(2piyj)
−
∑
j= 1
2
, 3
2
,...
(
e2piijx + e−2piijx
) 2pisσ2s−1 (2j)
(4s − 1)Γ(s)ζ(2s)js− 12 y
1
2Ks− 1
2
(2piyj) . (C.11)
In terms of (C.11), the partition function ZNS−
[
|χnon-deg0 |2
]
can be written compactly as
y
1
2 |η(τ)|4
|η(τ/2)|2Z
NS−
[
|χnon-deg0 |2
]
(τ, τ¯) =
∞∑
m=1
(4piξ)mEΓ
0(2)
(
m+ 1
2
, τ, τ¯
)
m!
, (C.12)
where ξ =
c− 3
2
24
. Similarly ZNS−
[
|χnon-deg0 |2q
1
2 q¯
1
2
]
(τ, τ¯) is given by the same expression but
with ξ replaced by ξ + 1 =
c− 3
2
24
+ 1.
The remaining terms in (C.10) are more complicated but can be calculated by modifying
the techniques of [8]. The final answer for the remaining two terms is
|η(τ)|4
|η(τ/2)|2Z
NS−
[
|χnon-deg0 |2q±
1
2
]
(τ, τ¯) = e±piix+2piy(2ξ−
1
2
) − 2−
∞∑
m=1
2m+1pim+
1
2y−mTm(4ξ − 1)
(22m+1 − 1)mΓ(m+ 1
2
)ζ(2m+ 1)
+
∑
j 6=0
2j∈Z
e2piijx
∞∑
m=0
23mpi2m
(2m)!
|j|m y−m
( ∞∑
s=1
S (2j,±1; 2s)
s2m+1
)(
2ξ − 1
2
± 1
4pij
d
dy
)m
ymKm(2piy|j|)
(C.13)
where the m = 0 term needs to be defined via analytic continuation since the sum over s
diverges. From (C.12) and (C.13) we finally get the full ZNS−
[|χNS0 |2].27
What is the corresponding Ramond sector partition function ZR+
[|χNS0 |2]? We can
obtain this by doing an S transformation on ZNS−
[|χNS0 |2]. The first step is to compute the
S transformation of EΓ
0(2). We get28
EΓ
0(2)
(
s,−1
τ
,−1
τ¯
)
=
(4s − 2)√piΓ (s− 1
2
)
ζ(2s− 1)
(4s − 1)Γ(s)ζ(2s) y
1−s
+
∞∑
j=1
(
e2piijx + e−2piijx
) 4pis (σ2s−1(2j)− σ2s−1(j))
(4s − 1)Γ(s)ζ(2s)js− 12 y
1
2Ks− 1
2
(2piyj) .
(C.14)
27To get ZNS+
[|χNS0 |2], we simply change the signs of all half-integer spins.
28This can be derived by doing the regularized sum over the coset Γ0(2)S (or equivalently SΓ0(2)) instead
of Γ0(2). We have also checked (C.14) numerically to extremely high precision.
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Under this definition we then have
y
1
2 |η(τ)|4
2|η(2τ)|2Z
R+
[
|χnon-deg0 |2
]
(τ, τ¯) =
∞∑
m=1
(4piξ)mEΓ
0(2)
(
m+ 1
2
,− 1
τ
,− 1
τ¯
)
m!
. (C.15)
Note that the y → ∞ limit of (C.15) is zero. Thus the first and fourth term in (C.10) give
zero Ramond ground states. Finally note that
1
2
(
EΓ
0(2)(s, τ, τ¯) + EΓ
0(2)
(
s,−1
τ
,−1
τ¯
)
+ EΓ
0(2)(s, τ + 1, τ¯ + 1)
)
= E(s, τ, τ¯). (C.16)
This equality is because as we sum over the three terms in (C.16), we are effectively summing
twice over all elements of SL(2,Z), which is the definition of E(s, τ, τ¯). Twice because we
sum over the elements of SL(2,Z) where we mod out by the group generated by T 2 on the
left, not by the group generated by T .
In principle we could compute the S transform of (C.13) to get ZR+
[
|χnon-deg0 |2q±
1
2
]
(τ, τ¯).
However, we can also use the same logic as in (C.16): The sum of the NS+, NS−, and R
functions must give the SL(2,Z) sum over the term |χnon-deg0 |2q±
1
2 . Since this has non-integer
spin, the SL(2,Z) sum vanishes, which allows us to obtain ZR+
[
|χnon-deg0 |2q±
1
2
]
(τ, τ¯) from
(C.13). In particular29
|η(τ)|4
2|η(2τ)|2Z
R+
[
|χnon-deg0 |2q±
1
2
]
(τ, τ¯) = 4 +
∞∑
m=1
2m+2pim+
1
2y−mTm(4ξ − 1)
(22m+1 − 1)mΓ(m+ 1
2
)ζ(2m+ 1)
−
∑
j 6=0
j∈Z
e2piijx
∞∑
m=0
23m+1pi2m
(2m)!
|j|m y−m
( ∞∑
s=1
S (2j,±1; 2s)
s2m+1
)(
2ξ − 1
2
± 1
4pij
d
dy
)m
ymKm(2piy|j|).
(C.17)
Therefore each of the two terms in (C.17) gives 8 Ramond sector ground states, which gives
in total 16 Ramond ground states.
Finally we would like to show that the Ramond sector is in fact positive everywhere. The
relevant modular kernel KNS→R(h) is
χNS−0 (−1/τ) =
∫ ∞
c
24
dhKNS→R(h)χR(τ)
(C.18)
29We have also numerically checked that the expression for ZR+
[
|χnon-deg0 |2q±
1
2
]
(τ, τ¯) in (C.17) is the S
transform of the expression for ZNS−
[
|χnon-deg0 |2q±
1
2
]
(τ, τ¯) in (C.13) and that both expressions are modular
invariant under Γ0(2) and Γ
0(2) respectively.
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which is the first nontrivial element of the coset Γ0(2)S. The kernels are given by
KNS→R(h) =
1√
h− c
24
cosh
4pi√(c− 32
24
)(
h− c
24
)+ cosh
4pi√(c− 272
24
)(
h− c
24
)
(C.19)
Crucially, (C.19) scales as 1√
h− c
24
in the limit as h → c
24
. This is to be contrasted with e.g.
the Virasoro S kernel which scales as
√
h− c−1
24
in the same limit. Because of the different
scaling, we will not see the negativity in the high-spin, low-twist sector as in [40], and the
Ramond sector is positive everywhere. Finally we note that since this kernel has support at
h > c
24
immediately, using the arguments of [11] this implies that any N = 1 SCFT with a
nonzero twist gap in the NS sector has vanishing twist gap in the Ramond sector.
C.3 Modular sum of N = 1 Ramond character
We can try the same calculation but this time sum a state in the Ramond sector. The
non-holomorphic Eisenstein series given by summing ys over elements of Γ0(2) is
EΓ0(2)(s, τ, τ¯) =
∑
γ∈Z\Γ0(2)
ys
∣∣∣
γ
= ys +
√
piΓ
(
s− 1
2
)
ζ(2s− 1)
(4s − 1)Γ(s)ζ(2s) y
1−s
+
∞∑
j=1
(
e2piijx + e−2piijx
) (4s + 1)σ2s−1(j)− 2σ2s−1(2j)
(4s − 1)js− 12 Γ(s)ζ(2s) 2pi
sy
1
2Ks− 1
2
(2piyj) . (C.20)
The sum of a Ramond ground state with weight h− c
24
= h¯− c
24
= κ is
y
1
2 |η(τ)|4
2|η(2τ)|2Z
R+
[
|χnon-deg, R0 |2qκq¯κ
]
(τ, τ¯) =
∞∑
m=1
(−4piκ)mEΓ0(2)(m+ 1
2
, τ, τ¯)
m!
. (C.21)
The S-transform of (C.20) is given by
EΓ0(2)
(
s,−1
τ
,−1
τ¯
)
=
(22s−1 − 1)√piΓ (s− 1
2
)
ζ(2s− 1)
(4s − 1)Γ(s)ζ(2s) y
1−s
+
∞∑
j=1
(
e2piijx + e−2piijx
) 2pis (σ2s−1 (2j)− σ2s−1 (j))
(4s − 1)Γ(s)ζ(2s)js− 12 y
1
2Ks− 1
2
(2piyj)
+
∑
j= 1
2
, 3
2
,...
(
e2piijx + e−2piijx
) 2pisσ2s−1 (2j)
(4s − 1)Γ(s)ζ(2s)js− 12 y
1
2Ks− 1
2
(2piyj) . (C.22)
The sum of the three spin-structures again must give us E(s, τ, τ¯), and indeed
EΓ0(2) (s, τ, τ¯) + EΓ0(2)
(
s,−1
τ
,−1
τ¯
)
+ EΓ0(2)
(
s,−1
τ
+ 1,−1
τ¯
+ 1
)
= E(s, τ, τ¯). (C.23)
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Unlike in (C.16), the equality (C.23) has no relative factor of 2 since in EΓ0(2) we mod out
by the group generated by T on the left (as opposed to T 2).
Thus NS sector coming from a modular sum of a Ramond sector scalar is given by
y
1
2 |η(τ)|4
|η(τ/2)|2Z
NS−
[
|χnon-deg, R0 |2qκq¯κ
]
(τ, τ¯) =
∞∑
m=1
(−4piκ)mEΓ0(2) (m+ 1
2
,− 1
τ
,− 1
τ¯
)
m!
. (C.24)
We end this Appendix by noting the following. In [55], a different regularization from [38]
was chosen to perform the SL(2,Z) sum of χ0(τ)χ0(τ¯) in the bosonic case. Although the
intermediate steps of the calculation were complicated, the end result was that instead of the
part of the partition function (C.6) being given as a sum over non-holomorphic Eisenstein
series of half-integer weight, it was given as a sum over non-holomorphic Eisenstein series of
integer weight. It is natural to conjecture then that the analogous regularization scheme for
pure N = 1 supergravity would simply give us (C.12) (C.15), (C.21), (C.24) with m shifted
by a 1
2
.
D Reduced partition functions and characters
In the practical implementation of modular bootstrap, it is convenient to work with reduced
characters defined as30
χ̂NSh (τ) =
(
η(τ)
η(2τ)η(τ/2)
)−1
|τ | 14 × χNSh (τ) ,
χ̂NS,−h (τ) =
(
η(τ/2)
η(τ)2
)−1
|τ | 14 × χNS,−h (τ) ,
χ̂Rh (τ) =
1√
2
(
η(2τ)
η(τ)2
)−1
|τ | 14 × χRh (τ) .
(D.1)
Explicitly, they are
χ̂NSh (τ) =
q−
c− 32
24 (1− q 12 )|τ | 14 h = 0
qh−
c− 32
24 |τ | 14 h > 0
(D.2)
χ̂NS,−h (τ) =
q−
c− 32
24 (1 + q
1
2 )|τ | 14 h = 0
e2piihqh−
c− 32
24 |τ | 14 h > 0
(D.3)
in the NS sector and
χ̂Rh (τ) =

1√
2
|τ | 14 h = c
24√
2qh−
c
24 |τ | 14 h > c
24
(D.4)
30In defining the reduced characters, we have utilized some modular transformation properties of the
Dedekind eta function.
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in the Ramond sector. The reduced characters have the virtue that the non-degenerate NS+
and NS− characters are now identical up to a phase. The partition functions defined as
sums over reduced characters transform properly under S.
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